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TITLE: 
 
AUTHOR: GENDER: SOURCE: 

 M F 
PASSAGE ID: REVIEWER ID: 

GENRE:  
            Literary        
                                                      
     Informational                 

TYPE:  
 

Fiction Drama Poetry  MULTI-MEDIA DIMENSIONS: 

Argumentative Narrative Expository 
 

PUBLICATION DATE: CULTURE: 

QUANTITATIVE MEASURES: 
 

2nd-3rd 4th-5th 6th-8th 9th-10th 11th-CCR 
420-820L 740-1010L 925-1185L 1050-1335L 1185-1385L 

CROSS-CURRICULAR CONNECTIONS: 

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE CONSIDERATIONS: 

OTHER PASSAGES IN SEQUENCE (IF APPLICABLE): 
  

 
 

Recommendations (To be completed after analysis) 
INSTRUCTIONAL TASKS:   Read aloud Shared Independent Close Assessment Other 

TARGET CCSS:   
 
SUMMARY COMMENTS: 
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Analysis of Suitability for Targeted Standards 

Key Ideas and Details (CCSS R.1, R.2, and R.3) 
Outline the main ideas and/or themes of the passage including their supporting details. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

R.1, R.2, and R.3 (Consult standards for grade-level expectations.) Yes / No 

Are the content and information in the text accurate? (informational texts)  

Are the ideas/themes clear and significant enough to paraphrase/summarize?  

Are the ideas/themes/literary elements developed with enough details to support analysis?  

Are the relationships among the ideas/literary elements significant enough to analyze?  
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Analysis of Suitability for Targeted Standards 

Craft and Structure (CCSS R.4, R.5, and R.6) 
List academic vocabulary words and figurative devices suitable for vocabulary development and analysis 
of meaning and tone. 

Describe the general organizational or narrative structure of the passage, including potential areas for skill 
building. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Describe the point of view and/or purposes of the passage, including potential areas for skill building. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

R.4, R.5, and R.6 (Consult standards for grade-level expectations.) Yes / No 

Are there words of appropriate difficulty and significance for vocabulary development and 
analysis of meaning and tone?  

Is the organizational/narrative structure clear, developed, and effective enough to support 
analysis?  

Is the point of view/purpose(s) compelling, clear, and developed enough to support analysis?  
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Analysis of Suitability for Targeted Standards 

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas (CCSS R.7, R.8, and R.9) 
Describe the significance of the illustrations or the multimedia aspects of the passage, including potential 
areas for skill building. 
 
 
 
 

Describe the argumentation of the passage including the reasoning and evidence used to support the 
main claims. 
(Applicable only to informational texts.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Describe the central points of comparison of themes/ideas/perspectives among the texts. 
(Applicable only to sets of multiple texts.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

R.7, R.8, and R.9 (Consult standards for grade-level expectations.) Yes / No 

Are the contributions of the illustrations and/or multimedia elements appropriate for analysis?  

Is the argumentation clear and developed enough to support analysis?  

Are the points of comparison significant and developed enough to support analysis?  

Is the text a seminal U.S. document or a literary classic of historical and cultural significance?  
 


	TITLE: Ain't I a Woman?
	AUTHOR: Sojourner Truth
	SOURCE: 
	PASSAGE ID: EBC0801
	REVIEWER ID: 4567
	MULTIMEDIA DIMENSIONS: 
	PUBLICATION DATE: 1864
	CULTURE: African-American
	QUANTITATIVE MEASURES: 770L
	CROSSCURRICULAR CONNECTIONS: U.S. History
	BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE CONSIDERATIONS: Slavery. Civil Rights movement. 
	OTHER PASSAGES IN SEQUENCE IF APPLICABLE: Equal Rights for Women - Chisholm; Wimbledon Has Sent Me a  Message - Wiliams
	TARGET CCSS: RI.1. RI.2. RI.6
	SUMMARY COMMENTS: The well-developed claims and ideas, effective argumentation from a point of view, and rich detail make this suitable for teaching the targeted and addressed standards (RI.8.1, RI.8.2, and RI.8.6). The vocabulary, concepts, and argumentation also make it potentially suitable for teaching RI.8.3, RI.8.4, and RI.8.8."While the Lexile suggests this text is best suited for grades 4/5, the ideas, argumentation, and crafting are subtle and sophisticated. The text is of historical significance and appropriate for study in the upper grades. Reviewers should look for evidence that other texts in the unit are of "grade-level" complexity to ensure students have practice with sufficiently complex texts.
	Outline the main ideas andor themes of the passage including their supporting details: Human "rights" are "out of kilter" with white men on one side and women and negroes on the other.There is a movement to bring things into balance which is being resisted by some white men.Truth outlines and refutes three arguments white men often give against women's rights.1) Women are weaker.2) Women (and negroes) are less rational than white men.3) Christianity supports gender inequality.
	Yes  NoAre the content and information in the text accurate informational texts: Y
	Yes  NoAre the ideasthemes clear and significant enough to paraphrasesummarize: Y
	Yes  NoAre the ideasthemesliterary elements developed with enough details to support analysis: Y
	Yes  NoAre the relationships among the ideasliterary elements significant enough to analyze: Y
	List academic vocabulary words and figurative devices suitable for vocabulary development and analysis of meaning and tone: "rights"                                               "out of kilter"repetition of "Ain't I a woman?"          pint/quart metaphor"intellect"                                            "obliged"
	Describe the general organizational or narrative structure of the passage including potential areas for skill building: Introduction to issue of women's rights.Three paragraphs providing and refuting objections to women's rights.Conclusion stating the inevitability of women achieving their rights.Potential areas for skill building: -use of figurative language, repetition, emotional appeals, and personal experience to frame and develop argumentation-addressing other viewpoints in argumentation
	Describe the point of view andor purposes of the passage including potential areas for skill building: Truth draws on her experience and thinking to refute objections to women's rights. She crafts her speech as an argument against those objections. Her first refutation (P2) uses her point of view as a former slave to provide direct evidence against the idea that women cannot do things that men can.
	Yes  NoAre there words of appropriate difficulty and significance for vocabulary development and analysis of meaning and tone: Y
	Yes  NoIs the organizationalnarrative structure clear developed and effective enough to support analysis: Y
	Yes  NoIs the point of viewpurposes compelling clear and developed enough to support analysis: Y
	Describe the significance of the illustrations or the multimedia aspects of the passage including potential areas for skill building: None
	Describe the argumentation of the passage including the reasoning and evidence used to support the main claims Applicable only to informational texts: Truth presents and refutes three objections to women's rights. She draws from her work experience to refute the idea that women can't do things men can do. She uses logical reasoning to argue that the rights of an individual should not be based on his or her rationality. And finally she points out that God and a woman produced Christ (without a man) to refute the belief that Christianity supports the idea that women should not have the rights that men enjoy.
	Describe the central points of comparison of themesideasperspectives among the texts Applicable only to sets of multiple texts: Need to review other texts in unit to determine.
	Yes  NoAre the contributions of the illustrations andor multimedia elements appropriate for analysis: N
	Yes  NoIs the argumentation clear and developed enough to support analysis: Y
	Yes  NoAre the points of comparison significant and developed enough to support analysis: 
	Yes  NoIs the text a seminal US document or a literary classic of historical and cultural significance: 
	Fiction: 
	Drama: 
	Poetry: 
	Literary: 
	Argumentative: Yes
	Narrative: 
	Expository: 
	Informational: Yes
	Read aloud: Yes
	Shared: Yes
	Independent: Yes
	Close: Yes
	Assessment: 
	Other: 
	Male: 
	Female: Yes


